MORE CLASSICS.
MORE FLAIR.
MULTIflor 700
Tongue + Groove

THE FOREST IS
OUR ORIGIN
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Every tree that grows in our forests, every trunk, eve-

Assets like its natural origin as well as its processing

ry piece of wood and therefore every parquet tells a

to the most exacting and environmentally friendly

story and is as individual as we are – is has its own

standards make the range an outstanding quali-

unique fingerprint.

ty product. A quality product that delivers what it
promises – this is what we vouch for with our good

This individuality and uniqueness of the material

reputation, our understanding of wood as a natural

means that our work is always exciting and varied.

product and our Scheucher warranty, which

It is our passion to produce parquet flooring for your

guarantees the full functionality of our hardwood

home from a naturally grown tree.

floors for 30 years.

since 1920

HE SUPPLIES
US THE WOOD,
FROM WHICH
YOUR PARQUET
DREAMS ARE
MADE OF
NATURAL & HEALTHY

GUARANTEED
MADE OF REAL WOOD
An invaluable decision-making aid, when
selecting your floor, is the quality seal „Real
Wood“, which is valid throughout Europe. It
marks real wood and differs from all other
wood-imitating floor coverings. Moreover
the trademark stands for an excellent life
cycle assessment of real wood. According to
the Europe-wide valid standard EN 13756,
parquet is defined as „wooden floor with a
wear layer thickness of at least 2.5 mm before installing“.

Wood is a naturally grown raw material and no other material stands
for such a naturalness and liveliness. These special characteristics
make each of our parquet floors to one of a kind. Its warmth, vividness and cozy aura are real boons for all of your senses. Thanks to
its moisture-regulating impact on the interior air, wood additionally
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ensures a sustainably healthy room climate.

MADE FOR
GENERATIONS
Parquet is an investment for life. We particu-

TIMELESS & MODERN

larly recommend our SEDA parquet floors,
which are treated with natural oils and
waxes. The oil deeply penetrates the wood
and is cured with oxygen (oxidative). For

Wooden floors always hit the taste of the time since centuries.

the finish we use a special natural oil, which

There are hardly any limits on design possibilities and due to the

makes your floor ready for occupancy. The

cooperation with interior designers, designers and the furniture

surface is open-pored, breathable, warm to

industry, our assortment is constantly adapted to the latest furnis-

the feet, natural and prevents static charge.

hing trends.

If necessary, scratches and damages can be
repaired partially without any problems –

HYGIENIC & EASY TO CARE FOR
Germs, mites and other troublemakers don‘t stand a chance at parquet. Wood also has a natural antistatic effect and doesn’t attract
dust – this combination makes our parquet particularly long-lasting
and easy to care for. Vacuuming and, if necessary, wiping up damp
is absolutely sufficient for the regular cleaning.

so your floor stays beautiful for generations
to come.
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MULTIflor 700
TONGUE+GROOVE
With MULTIflor Tongue and Groove you can now give an even more individual touch
to your living space: The 2-layer parquet does not only impress with its classic,
timeless patterns but also with its low construction height and its perfect
suitability for underfloor heating.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
+ New dimension and installation patterns,
such as large-size herringbone and cube pattern
+ Approx. 3.6 mm wear layer
+ Total thickness 9.8 mm:
Low installation height for an excellent
junction to other floor types
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | Natur | Bianca
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

NEW DIMENSION.
COUNTLESS
POSSIBILITIES.
FAST AND EASY
INSTALLATION.

+ Ideally suited for underfloor heating

MULTIflor 700 T+G | BLACK WALNUT | Natur | Natura
Installation pattern: CUBE
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MULTIflor 700
TONGUE + GROOVE

REFINED SURFACES.
MOVING STRUCTURES.

glue-down
installation

Surface finish:
SEDA or TENSEO

HEALTHY
LIVING ROOM

MATT

Approx. 3.6 mm wear layer
from selected solid wood

SEDA natural matt, oiled and waxed
TENSEO MATT natural matt, sealed

SEDA Your parquet is treated with natural oils and
waxes according to century-old traditions to retain its
original lustre. These floors are particularly beautiful
with their silky matt surface with natural texture and
intensive wood color. Open-pore surface finishes with
breathable materials mean you are guaranteed a healt-

Approx. 6.2 mm base layer:

Ends

Plywood birch, 5-ply water resistant glue

with hydrophobic impregnation

hier interior climate and your home is enhanced by this
touch of nature.
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TENSEO This high-quality up to 7 layers con-

MULTIflor 700 TONGUE + GROOVE | 9.8 x 140 x 700 mm
14 pieces/pack = 1.372 m2, 42 packs/pallet = 57.624 m2

sisting sealing system ensures your wooden flooring
retains its natural appearance and gives a special flair
to any room. The beautifully silky sheen gives the wood
an exclusive look while at the same time making it resistant to damage and thereby considerably extending
the life of your parquet flooring.

STRUCTURE
VALLETTA natural

VALLETTA
lends parquet flooring a natural character and subtle
roughness, as it is brushed and has a bevel.
T+G | EICHE
OAK | Natur
| Perla
MULTIflor 700 N+F
KERNG.
| Natur | Natura
InstallationWÜRFEL
pattern: HERRINGBONE
Verlegeart:
MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK SMOKED | Natur | Natura
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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MORE CLASSICS.
MORE FLAIR.

INSTALLATION PATTERN:
CUBE

INSTALLATION PATTERN:
PARALLEL
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INSTALLATION PATTERN:
HERRINGBONE

INSTALLATION PATTERN:
LADDER

CUBE
PATTERN

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK | Natur | Tenseo Matt Natura
OAK | Natur | Seda Natura
OAK | Natur | Valletta Seda Natura

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK | Natur | Tenseo Matt Perla
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | Natur | Akzent
Installation pattern: CUBE

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK | Natur | Valletta Seda Bianca

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK | Natur | Valletta Seda Akzent

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK SMOKED | Natur | Seda Natura

MULTIflor 700 T+G
BLACK WALNUT | Natur | Seda Natura
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | Natur | Perla
Installation pattern: CUBE

HERRINGBONE
PATTERN

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK | Natur | Tenseo Matt Natura
OAK | Natur | Seda Natura
OAK | Natur | Valletta Seda Natura

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK | Natur | Tenseo Matt Perla
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | Natur | Akzent
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK | Natur | Valletta Seda Bianca

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK | Natur | Valletta Seda Akzent

MULTIflor 700 T+G
OAK SMOKED | Natur | Seda Natura

MULTIflor 700 T+G
BLACK WALNUT | Natur | Seda Natura
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | BLACK WALNUT | Natur | Natura
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | Natur | Perla
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

CARE & MAINTENANCE.
A specially developed range of cleaning and care products
enhances the natural hues of my wooden floor.
These care products protect and preserve the
beautiful sheen and individual character
of the wood.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
TENSEO

MATT

BONA SPRAY MOP
The Bona Spray Mop enables you to clean and maintain your wooden floor in a sweep. Ergonomic and
simple to use, the Spray Mop is quick to assemble and refill with the specially developed Bona floor
cleaner cartridge. Forget filling up a bucket and adding concentrate - just spray and clean!
No polishing required.

THE GOLD OF THE
FOREST
Our hearts beat for parquet „the gold of the forest“ - as we like to call it.
This is why we constantly endeavor to create
innovative products with the greatest care in

It is usually sufficient to clean
your floor using a vacuum cleaner
or a soft broom.
If you require more detailed information,
please refer to the Scheucher care
instructions or under
www.scheucherparkett.at.

BONA REFRESHER
For the first care and further cleaning
of tenseo classico parquet.

BONA POLISH MATT
For the first care and further cleaning
of tenseo matt parquet.

order to be able to offer you fist-class quality
products that will give you pleasure over
many decades.
To us at least of equal importance is, what‘s
happening with our „gold“ once it left our factory
and is finally brought to your homes.
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For that reason we were also intensively engaged
in developing the perfect care and maintenance

CARE &
MAINTENANCE SEDA

for your parquet floor once it requires an extra

CAREboy

portion of care.

Multifunctional, cordless waxer and cleaner for comfortable
and efficient cleaning and care of your oiled/waxed flooring.

+ Cordless design

PFLEGESET
1l Parquet Care,
1l Parquet Cleaner,
Mop cover,
Care instructions

DURABLE FLO_R.
TIP: To preserve the beautiful look of your parquet floor and protect it‘s suface please avoid mechanical damages whereever possible.
To avoid scratches and serious damages it is recommended to place mats in the entrance area and remove sand and grit with a broom
immediately. Equip your movable furniture with felt gliders and use special rolls for wooden floors on office chairs. Do not leave any
wet items on your parquet floor. To assess results properly, try out care and/or cleaning procedures in an inconspicuous place before
applying the product.

+ Minimal water consumption
+ Simple cleaning and care
+ With built-in lighting

PARKETT CLEANER

PARKETT CARE

Waterbased cleaner with
integrated care system for
routinely damp cleaning of
parquet floors. For sensitive
damp cleaning of parquet floors
leaving a thin oil-protection
after cleaning.

Waterbased oil care for
simple regular maintenance
of oiled/waxed floors.
VOC-free and fast drying,
manual or machine
application.
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ACCESSORIES

STAIR NOSINGS

For the full effect, every parquet floor needs a tidy finish

123 mm

can be harmoniously tailored to the parquet installed.

L-shape NOVOLOC®

127

U-shape NOVOLOC®

40

stocks a wide, perfectly-fitting range of skirting boards that

40 mm

to walls or similar structures. For this purpose, Scheucher

40

102

102 mm

127 mm

700

700 mm

60

40

45

40

Cover strip, strength 3.6 mm

40 mm

STAIRBOX

122

142
mm
142
40 mm

The professional system for a greater added value.
Measure stairs simply digitally. Without stencils.
Simple data transfer from job site
directly to Scheucher.

SKIRTINGS

21.5

16

16

Stair nosings are available in L- or
U-shape for all our products.

STAIRbox is a system, that simply enables the digital measurement of stairs and staircases as well as
elements ready for assembly from Scheucher

EDGING FRIEZES

(data transfer ex site) . This is how the service

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2200 | 9.8 x 182 x 2200 mm

spectrum of every floorer experiences a great

6 pieces/pack = 2.403 m , 50 packs/pallet = 120.150 m

– in addition – the direct purchase of parquet

2

CUTTER
MULTIflor
2

GROOVE GUTTER

expansion and customers get their floor and stairs
from professional hands.
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STAIR
TREADS

ALLE
WOOD TYPES

STAIRbox makes it possible
to create all types of stair treads quickly and easily – irrespective of the basic form or
configuration – with the same
appearance as the parquet.

FASCIA
BOARDS
What is more, fascia boards
that are identical to the
installed parquet and
blend harmoniously
into the overall view
are no longer a problem,
thanks to STAIRbox.

ALL
WOOD TYPES
WHITE
FINISHING
COAT
WHITE-PAINTED MDF
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FEEL-GOOD
ROOM CLIMATE
This „feel comfortable“ chart for indoor room
climate demonstrates the combination of
relative humidity and room temperature where
the overwhelming majority feels comfortable in
indoor rooms.

EN 15251:2012 „ Input parameters for indoor

30°C

climate“ recommends a seasonally caused

28°C

relative humidity of approx. 30 % to 65 % for
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Room temperature

26°C

a healthy room climate. In this range, natural

24°C

characteristics of wood like gaps, minor cracks

22°C

or warpage of your parquet floor may occur in

20°C

a moderate degree. In case of long-term devia-

18°C

tions, health impairments or excessive changes
in the appearance of your hardwood floor, like

16°C
30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

Relative humidity

big deformations, big gaps and cracks may
occur. Wood as a natural material reacts more
sensitively to changes of the relative humidity
than to changes of temperature.

Optimum range

Therefore the key to success lies in the

Temporarily acceptable range

observance of an optimum relative humidity

Inappropriate indoor climate for humans and wood

of your indoor air! This generally requires
periodic cleaning and maintenance of your
parquet floor as well as an appropriate air
humidification in the heating season.
We therefor recommend cold humidifiers with
an integrated sterilization system.
The installation of Fidbox records your climate
above and under your parquet floor over many
years and can be conveniently monitored by
mobile app. Paying attention to these important factors will guarantee pleasure over
decades with your high-quality parquet floor
from Scheucher.
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